Protecting Victoria’s Vulnerable Children Inquiry.

I wish to advocate a simple method of thought restructure with relevance to the development of recommendations to reduce the incidence and negative impact of child neglect and abuse in Victoria. The G/S : )c method of Cognitive Restructure allows for complete emotional control, which is significant with specific reference to the factors that increase the risk of abuse or neglect occurring. Knowledge of the G/S : )c method enables effective prevention strategies.

I have determined specific stimuli which cause and alleviate emotional reactions in the body.

From a physics perspective, “opposites attract” and this is also true for emotional intentions. My research and studies of Human Behaviour have shown that love attracts fear and fear attracts love, order attracts chaos and chaos attracts order, and gratitude attracts service as service attracts gratitude. This can be seen in all that exists, one way or another. The conscious intent to experience one of these actions causes the exact equal amount of it’s opposite to be experienced. A predictable energy flows between the opposites of consciously expressed emotions, the conscious intent of one of these pairs always attracts its opposite and the imbalance between the two always initiates the same type of energy flow :)c. These frequencies, initiated through conscious intent, appear to be paired Sine waves and are best explained with Twine Wave theory by T.A. Kpanzou, 2010.

The energy formed when one is preoccupied with thoughts of love/fear is unpredictably weak and when it increases, the corresponding characteristics of the energy increase, presenting as unpredictably weak behavior, making a person upset or irrational. The energy formed in the flow between the stimuli of order/chaos, is aggressively unstable and may cause a person to experience aggressively unstable energy and, in it’s extreme, results in aggressive and violent behaviour. The energy formed when one is preoccupied with thoughts of gratitude/service is predictably stable and always causes a predictably strong flow of stable energy, resulting in cooperative and predictable stability in the behaviour of those who choose to act from the perspective of being Grateful for ALL experiences and AT the Service of others. Not IN the service of others as that is a slave/master scenario in which the slave is love/fear orientated and the master is of a chaos/order predisposition. The relationship between opposite stimuli is predictable, Gratitude/Service overrides both love/fear and chaos/order energy flows to cause stability. The character of that which manifests is determined by the energy flow. The energy flow is determined by the relationship between the two opposites. Where there is no flow there is no relationship, No Creation. The application of this understanding is consistently relevant to all; the conception and character of a child being the most obvious example.

Studies show that Gratitude/Service Consciousness is the only attitude which allows stable energetic relationships to form. Knowing this requires Child Protection Policy to be based on a mutual Gratitude/Service attitude to form stable relationships between families and children, unlike the present policy of ordering others which predictably results in chaos. Presently, families are troubled by either love/fear or chaos/order reactions. These reactions can be completely eliminated in the knowledge of what they are. When one understands the benefits from having a conscious intent of being Greatful for All and AT the Service of others, (not self), for the sake of a stable creation, one may alleviate all emotional reactions. This method of cognitive restructure has been shown to affectively treat mental ill health. Anxiety
may be completely alleviated, and the fight/flight response may be kept inactive by being Grateful, allowing a person to relinquish compulsions for love or fear and order or chaos. In consideration of psychotherapy relevant to Eric Berne's transactional analysis: Love/Fear would be considered a response from the child file, Chaos/Order would be the parental response and Gratitude and Service allows for affective adult to adult communication. G/S :)c defines the Five Levels of Healing by Dr Dietrich Klinghardt M.D PhD. Science and religions concur that All emotions are of the electromagnetic level. This appears to be for the purpose of exposing you as the Soul to experience, through the perspective of a physical Unit. This suggests that Your 4D Subconscious is You as the Soul. The Soul is unemotional and simply seeks experience, evaluates information, and gives it to your Conscious 3D Unit which is directed by your multidimensional Conscience, on what to do with it to be conducive for further development and experience for the Infinite intelligence to know of its infinite potential, whilst maintaining a stable Creation. Therefore it would appear that our life-force is a developing part of The Infinite intelligence or pure Spirit, blank like an unwritten book and knows not of itself but knows only of infinite potential. The Infinite Intelligence says "I am what I am" because it learns of, and becomes as, that which it is exposed to. Spirit must be exposed to experience to develop Soul. Soul is the character of Spirit.

Humanity has raised their spiritual consciousness enough to know of their true selves as Soul and connect to Conscience as a fourth dimensional collective. We may choose the physical depth of twin wave experiences that are conducive to our lives, without being destroyed by them. We may all choose to avoid emotional turmoil and violence, by relinquishing good (love/fear) and avoiding evil (chaos/order) to adopt appreciation for ALL, to manifest a stable Creation in the flow between gratitude and service. We may choose to give our children and future generations the best possible outcome with G/S :)c Consciousness.

Strategies to enhance early intervention targeted at, children and families at risk, may include consideration of ways to massively educate adult, universal, primary services and the population on this find. G/S :)c communication and education is essential to strengthen the capability of those organizations involved and public awareness of G/S :)c must be raised.

A typical example of the formation of this stable energy is found in expressing the conscious intention of G/ S :)c in general conversation:

A) says: “I am greatful for You” A) says: “I am at Your service”
B) says: “I am at Your service” B) says: “I am greatful”
A) says: “And I am at Your service” A) says: “And I am greatful”
B) says: “And I am greatful” B) says: “And I am at Your service”

This simple interaction between Humans causes harmony between them and allows us to enjoy stable relationships. IE: Parents should be greatful for, and at the service of, their children and vice versa. DHS are required to adopt G/S :)c policy and teach this by example for the benefit of all families. Understanding that opposites attract, helps us to understand our parents. One of Your parents will be predominantly love/fear orientated and the other will be of chaos/order inclinations. This pairing occurs naturally and may exist to provide You with exposure to both energies so that you learn.
Once You learn to cause a stable relationship with Your parents by being Greatful for them and at their Service, they will be Greatful for You and at Your Service. The love/fear reactions (upset) and chaos/order reactions (aggressive) will be eliminated and You will all live in harmony. Your parents have either divorced through not being able to identify love/fear & chaos/order reactions OR they worked out the stability derived from simply being Greatful for each other and AT each other's Service and are still in a strong relationship.

Relationships with others including animals (& Earth's vegetation) are the same, as are interactions between organizations. Characteristics of the sine pair will present in any living thing they encounter.

The objective is to neutralize unstable energy with the stable energy of Gratitude and Service : )

Applications include interactions between:
* Husbands & Wives
* Parents & Children
* Teachers & Students
* Merchants & Consumers
* Doctors & Patients
* Police/ Courts & the Public
* Human Services & Families
* Governments & Voters
* Countries & other Countries
* Religions & other Religions
* People & Animals
* Earth & its Population

A stable society may form when people are taught to be Greatful for all experiences for the benefit of their evolvement, and at the Service of others to eliminate self-concern to advocate the welfare of our collective society. Child Protection are presently operating from an “order” perspective but this is causing “chaos” for families. Families are responding from a love/fear perspective and do not relate to DHS at all. If the Government and the People share the same language in Gratitude and Service cooperation will be enabled. A shared view, of the G/S : )c method of Cognitive Restructure by the population would allow for communication with families and dramatically improve the quality, structure, role and functioning of:

* Family services
* Statutory child protection services, including reporting, assessment, investigation, procedures, and responses. and
* out of home care, including reconciliation planning and transitions; and what improvements may be made to better protect the best interests of children and support better outcomes for children and families.

Avenues of communication between DHS and clients shall be improved where all parties involved adopt a gratitude/service perspective. ALL to be greatful for each other and AT each other’s Service. The DSH priority shall be to establish a stable relationship with parents, and then teach parents how to establish a stable relationship with their children.
Court orders should not be necessary other than those made relevant affixed to a criminal charge of abuse. Having problems, vices and difficult times is common in families and cannot be seen as a reason to remove a child from their family. Enduring and overcoming hard times together is that which makes a family strong, and is a natural inclination for Australians. Difficulty in dealing with hard times calls for more DHS assistance not an increase in emotional turmoil associated with the removal of their child/sibling. The children raised by their own families in adversity grow to be successful. They have integrity and respect for others, with a positive attitude and an enduring coping ability for all of life’s up and downs. They learn to be Greatful and AT the Service of others.

When DHS base policy on G/S :)c it will alleviate a dysfunctional cycle.

Removing the child from family is definitely not the answer. Studies show that when children are taken from their parent/s they may appear to cope but they suffer psychologically and emotionally from having previous emotional attachments cut off. Being conditioned into a new life with limited or no family ties, no emotional support and no spiritual guidance causes children to become unstable and unable to cope with the absence of continuity in their lives; they develop as rebellious, traumatized individuals with little or no chance of success. They are unable to establish enduring relationships and thus have poor ability to focus on a career or maintain healthy relationships of any form, leading to a fear of intimacy causing promiscuity and an inability to identify and express their own needs. They grow up with stigma and live up to their stereotype with a dysfunctional personality that often causes behaviour which moves them from the DHS system into the Correctional Services system; this is indicative of the failings of policy in the absence of G/S :)c. DHS assistance may be in the form of G/S :)c Consciousness education wherein individuals and families are taught how to improve their lives immediately through this simple method of Cognitive Restructure.

G/S :)c will allow DHS the ability to create working relationships with families, be Greatful for the family bond and avoid Court Cases. The interaction of clients with departments and agencies, the courts and service providers may now be made effective by being Greatful for each other and AT each others Service, for support of families and children at risk, and the G/S :)c assessment must be passed by ALL service providers.

The scientific evidence which supports the understanding of the Love/Fear, Chaos/Order and Gratitude/Service energy flows is best described by Twine Wave theory, however it is not necessary to prove the scientific validity of my discovery as the truth of it is in everyone’s own life. Operating from and teaching the G/S :)c perspective, which has a 100% success rate of establishing stable relationships, is now the appropriate role and responsibility of government and non-government organisations in relation to Victoria’s child protection policy and systems.

Changes to the processes of the courts may be required and The Victorian Law Reform Commission’s submission must reference the requirement of Conscience in Law. Conscience shall maintain the top position in our Legal Hierarchy; as the Conscience is the Human connection to God who is The Universe in which we ALL evolve and appears now to be scientifically validated as existing to maintain a stable Creation. G/S :)c is that which Conscience advocates and thus will act as the Conscience of the created entities such as the Governments and Companies.

:)cin
G/S : )c is an understanding of that which we are and is not a religion, but is accepted by ALL religions, therefore it may be used as a blanket policy for Government Departments and to enhance the Department of Human Services’ ability to:

* Plan for family services, reconsider statutory child protection services and limit the need for out-of-home care, and
* ensure a workforce that delivers services of a high quality to children and Families, to a standard as expected by the Victorian People.

DHS must not maintain an “above the law” position over the public and they shall never require that attempts be made to influence the health care system to prove their cases, as this behaviour is not in the best interest of, or At the Service of, the children or families, and is at the Service of Self not others. G/S : )c is a simple test to pass. DHS must operate to cause stable relationships at the Service of others.

Oversight and transparency of the child protection care and support system is absent and yet essential as exclusivity enables corruption. DHS policy and all the behaviour of their representatives must show a Gratitude/Service attitude or it is not acceptable. There is presently little to no public confidence in DHS from DHS clients.

Families are damaged by chaos/order involvement. G/S : )c is essential for an improved outcome for children. G/S : )c is appropriate policy for child protection services irrelevant of differences amongst Victorian children and families, such as metropolitan and regional location, culture or religion. Service providers : universal, adult, family and child protection; front line workers and managers, will all improve their services by adopting G/S : )c Consciousness. I urge the Inquiry Panel to make recommendations for G/S : )c to become the basis for All policy. I am greatful that You can provide advice to the government to show that their immediate, medium and long term priorities to strengthen Victoria’s family, child protection and associated service systems, and improve outcomes for Victorian children at risk, lie in using the blanket policy of Gratitude and Service : )c

Gratitude and Service Consciousness may be understood by ALL and benefit ALL. The : )c is important as it reminds us to smile to the Collective Conscience acknowledging that we practice G/S for the sake of a stable Creation irrelevant of the individual or circumstances. With G/S : )c DHS shall now have understanding of how to respect the Human condition and the importance of the family bond. Operating from a conscionable perspective with G/S : )c policy enables a more holistic view of that which is in a child’s best interests.

The Gratitude/Service perspective comes naturally to stable people, many police and correctional officers have learnt how to specifically apply G/S : )c and they are Greatful, as are many therapists around the World who have taken up G/S : )c as their basis for counselling. G/S : )c has already changed many lives. When this information is made common knowledge our society will stabilize, and it appears that G/S : )c energy can also assist us in strengthening our individual electromagnetic fields and eventually strengthen Earth’s electromagnetic field. An understanding of that which manifests Creation now allows us to manifest a stable Creation. G/S : )c Consciousness is the basis of the Unified Field, knowledge of which can have
significant impact on our future. G/S :)c Consciousness may improve our future prospects as a species.

As Creation requires the imbalance of opposite frequencies to form a flow of energy upon which to manifest, to be able to stabilize Earths energy from our own conscious intent makes sense of religion. From a religious perspective, the energy which flows between love and fear could be considered “good”. The energy which flows between the opposites of order and chaos could be considered “evil”. The energy that flows between the opposites of Gratitude and Service stabilizes the extreme duality of good and evil to provide the flow of appreciation for all, a Divine Stability with no judgment. Gratitude and service are opposites however they are not as extremely different as love/fear and chaos/order and therefore gratitude and service conscious intent neutralizes love/fear and chaos/order energy. This explains why the philosophers and profits of history have all advocated balance, suggesting that the extreme duality of good and evil should be relinquished in favor of nonjudgmental appreciation for all, a new duality between Gratitude and Service.

If we consider ourselves as Souls with bodies, not bodies with Souls then we may observe the reactions of our bodies, including the workings of the mind. Depression appears to be a process through which many go prior to either a spiritual revelation or a nervous breakdown causing the experience of the Unit/User split wherein You become aware of yourself as the Soul separate to your physical Unit. As a Soul with a body not a body with a Soul, one may be Greatful for ALL experiences that the physical Unit gives to us as Souls. We are AT the Service of the Universe as developing Souls and from this perspective we have no need to judge anything as good or bad as ALL was intended to evolve us. From this perspective we may all take personal responsibility to maintain Gratitude/Service Consciousness to alleviate anxiety and aggression. You cannot be angry or upset when You are Greatful. From this perspective it would appear that all was necessary for the evolvement of those on Earth and previous love/fear & chaos/order habits may now be broken for ALL to ascend together in the Divine G/S :)c flow of God, who is the Universe in which we ALL evolve.

Human Services shall acknowledge that Humans function as a trinity:
Consciousness is the awakened 3D data collection Unit
(Physical body, emotions and psychological program of the mind)
Subconscious is Pure Spirit energy seeking exposure to experience.
(The Infinite Intelligence developing Soul)
Conscience is connection to God, who is the Universe in which we ALL evolve.
( Universal Collective guiding Soul to maintain stability in the G/S :)c flow).

Conscience advocates G/S :)c to maintain a stable Creation. My discovery of G/S :)c allows science to validate Conscience, which is our connection to God who is the Universe in which we ALL evolve. All religions practice Gratitude and Service but were unaware of the specific effects and the weakening effect of Love/Fear energy. Now all the advice given to us by the prophets of History and advocated in many books, may be specifically and collectively taught as an understanding of G/S :)c for the benefit of ALL. Further study on this concept is required as it appears that Humanity is exerting unpredictably weak and aggressively unstable energy, increasing at an increasing rate, (and this might explain why the energy of the atmosphere is presenting as unpredictably weak &/or aggressively unstable weather conditions). The application of the G/S :)c method of consciously restructuring our thinking and thus changing our energy levels and behaviour may decrease unstable conditions and assist Humanity on a
mass scale, (even to the point of stabilizing the weather and protecting us from other heavenly bodies entering into our orbit).

With G/S :)c, consistent policy formation for the benefit and appreciation of all groups, all religions and the environment is possible. G/S :)c balances the love/fear reactions of Repressed Groups and alleviates chaos/order reactions between Repressed Groups, Interest Groups, Dominance Groups and Government. G/S :)c enables happy harmonious living between all people and more specifically within families where love/fear and chaos/order reactions are the most severe. I am greatful for Your consideration of the repercussions of implementing G/S :)c as the new DHS Policy; and anticipating Your recommendation that both the population and the Government, specifically DHS, will likely benefit from the mass education of the G/S :)c method of Cognitive Restructure.

As G/S :)c is a science based discovery, all other submissions to this inquiry may now be viewed relevant to the requirement of Gratitude and Service :)c consciousness.

I have determined exactly that which causes emotional responses in Humans and therefore it would be unconscionable of me not to share this discovery with ALL. The language of G/S :)c is my own intellectual property and I have the right to publish it. I would be so greatful if You could please comprehend the difference G/S :)c can make to society and support Gratitude/Service :)c Consciousness. Rich and poor, uneducated people and academics, the religious and the atheists, all cultures ... all get this. It puts everyone’s best manners and beliefs into a nut shell which can be learnt in minutes! It is so simple but the benefits are extreme. We are obliged to make it known to all. I am Greatful for you. Thank You
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G/ S :)c Policy To Protect Victoria’s Vulnerable Children

SUMMARY:
G/S :)c stands for Gratitude and Service Consciousness with a smile to Our Collective. G/S :)c is knowing that Your life force is You as a part of the Infinite intelligence, evolving Soul, guided by Conscience (God), in a physical Unit for the purpose of evolvement; and all that happens to Your Unit, all that it thinks and does and all of its emotions are simply a temporary experience for Your Soul. Natural Human evolvement is becoming aware of yourself as the Soul in the Unit. The emotional turmoil that Your Unit is designed to expose Your Soul to maybe overridden with the conscious intention of Being Greatful for ALL experiences (as they are all for the purpose of evolvement so that the Infinite Intelligence may know of its infinite potential), and being AT the Service of others not self (others being God, who is the Universe in which we ALL evolve and knows of itself as Greatful and AT the Service of The Infinite Intelligence so it may know of its infinite potential, self being the physical data collection Unit including the mind). G/S :)c consciousness is not a religion but rather a science based form of Cognitive Restructure which is compatible with all religions, and enables complete emotional control for everyone.

:)c ...smile to Your collective acknowledging that we practice G/S:)c for the sake of a stable Creation for all, irrelevent of the individual or circumstances. I am AT Your Service :)cin

:)cin
If You require further information please contact me at:
http://www.corporateconscience.webs.com

Cindy Anne Taylor
CEO

The Office of
Human evolvement Logical Progress
HELP Pty Ltd